













The Significance of the Class Incorporating the Viewpoint of Special Needs Education :
Analysis of the Teaching Plan
Shingo Aoyama
　In Japan, after legislation on special needs education was passek in 2007, in order 
to focus on individual educational needs, we are expanding the range of approaches 
to include a group approach incorporating the point of special needs education. As a 
representative approach to that, incorporating universal design or universal design 
concept has been included to lessons. In this research, we examined the teaching  plan, 
and aimed to clarify the point of view of special needs education and the point of the 
initiatives. As a result, we were able to pointed out three critical points : the importance 
of recognizing the tendency of the classroom group and clarify the basis of approach to 
the group as a whole; the necessity of considering the fundamental structure of the class 
in order to pursue not only the betterment of the group but also to facilitate the learning 
of the individual; and the importance of responding to the diversity of students from the 
perspective of an inclusive education.













































































































































































































































B 児 △ △ △
C 児 △
D 児 △ △
E 児 △ △
F 児 △
G 児 △ △
H 児 △ △
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